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Abstract: Ahigh-speed computation algorithm and a developed hard-ware architecture 
are described in this paper which are used for solving the inverse kinematics method 
of a redundant robot by a nonlinear mapping method. The nonlinear mapping algorithm 
computes the nonlinear map between宣ngertippositions and joint angles of the robot by 
a di血lSlOn園basedparallel dispersed method. However， tocompute the high density 
nonlinear map by this algorithm， there are two problems， that is enormous computing 
time and many processors are required. In this paper， we propose on告wayof computing 
high density map with the reasonable number of processors and computing time by the 
divided parallel dispersed method. Also， we have designed a hard-ware architecture and 
composed parallel CPU computer system and then mad日someexp色rimentsto evaluate 
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粗の格子数 分割の中の格 計算時間[sl 計算回数[囲
子数
2(分劃なし) 41 x41 974.76 176673100 
3(4分劃) 21 x21 166.91 291105∞ 
5(16分割) 1 x11 28.12 5048600 
6(25分割) 9x9 17.80 3263400 
9(64分割) 6x6 8.79 1627200 
11(100分害b 5x5 9.61 1814印。
21(400分害ID 3x3 50.75 90765∞ 
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